Château Prieuré Marquet

The Chateau Prieuré Marquet is located north of Bordeaux, near Libourne and Saint-Emilion.
You are at the heart of the Bordeaux countryside.
This part of the vineyard offers a unique landscape.
The area is beautiful in every season.
The patchwork of vineyards spread over the hillsides; the charming villages reveal their stylish
wine houses.

Located on the heights of a hill, the Castle dominates the land. From its large terrace, the eye
embraces a splendid landscape of vineyards and forests.
It is at the end of a long gravel pathway that visitors discover the Chateau Prieuré Marquet. An
elegant Bordeaux stone construction called Charterhouse, characterized by its four main buildings
arranged in a square around a large grassy courtyard.
When Bernard Canonne acquired the domain in 2014 he made 2 major decisions:
He began first a radical modernization of the wine cellar and the wine storehouse, to ensure the
future of the vineyard and the affirmation of the brand in the most demanding markets. The
objective is to restore its credentials to wines which enjoyed superb vintages.
Then he chose to open the Prieuré Marquet castle to International visitors seeking exception &
elegance.
He led every step of this ambitious project. He wanted a respectful renovation of place spirit.
Under his leadership, the architect Guillaime Aubel has successfully combining classic and
contemporary design without losing the romanticism of the property.
Precious wood flooring, massive beams and old stones happily welcome the bold gesture of
great designers (Philippe Stark, Gio Ponti, Isamu Noguchi, Ferruccio Laviani, Christian Lacroix,
Marcel Wanders…). Pleasantly bright at any time of day, the castle waiting for the night to reveal
the originality of its internal lighting.
The Chateau Prieuré Marquet has a soul that is now embodied in a warm setting where every
guest can enjoy a bit of this wonderful “French Art de Vivre”

Our Exception rooms are spacious, elegant and bright. Contemporary designer (Lacroix, Stark, Ferrucio
Laviani…) pieces subtly marry weathered wood or period furniture. Each room has its own tone, his
own balance between modernity and ancient tradition, between the sketch design and warmth of the
old stones ...

Our Prestige rooms are a little more intimate than the large Exception rooms, but they have the same
comfort. Each room is a small universe, harmonious, perfectly unique in its layout and decor

Amenities & Facilities
All our rooms are equipped with LCD screens and prestigious bathrooms (towel dryer with boost mode,
hair dryer, towels, bathrobes and slippers, etc.).
•WIFI available in all bedrooms
•Heated pool with whirlpool
•Individual A/C in all of the rooms of the castle.

You will be welcomed to the domain by Sergio and Palmira Bajouca, stewards of the Chateau Prieuré
Marquet. Professional, experienced, they will ensure that your stay at the castle remains your best
memory of your visit in Bordeaux.
As comfortable as could be your room , you will enjoy spending time around the French billiards,
or in the intimate atmosphere of one of the castle lounges. Perhaps you'll want to lay down your
hands on the ivory keys of the grand piano. Or read, simply, in one of the many easy chairs
available to you throughout the house.
The heated swimming pool of the castle is close to the rooms.
Furnished terrace, comfortable sun beds, invites you to relax and cool.
Access to the fully equipped modern kitchen.

And if you're a bucolic pleasures follower, you will certainly enjoy a spot of fishing or a walk along
one of the ponds of the domain.
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